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1. Introduction

In 1968, Fuller [4] introduced the concept of subcontinuous maps in terms of
cluster point of nets and proved the following result.

Theorem 1.1. (see [1], Theorem 3.4) Let f : X → Y be any map with
closed graph. If f is subcontinuous, then f is continuous.

In 1988, Piotrowski and Szymanski [5] proved the following result.

Theorem 1.2. (see [4], Theorem 5) Let f : X → Y be any map where
X is Fréchet and Y is countably compact. If f has closed graph, then f is
continuous.
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In 1997, we gave a generalization of the above result and proved the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 1.3. (see [3], Theorem 4) Let f : X → Y be any map where X
is Fréchet and Y is B-W compact. If f has closed graph, then f is continuous.

Also it is known that a map f : X → Y where X is Fréchet is continuous if
and only if {xn} → x implies f(xn) → f(x) for each point x of X. In this pa-
per, we introduce the concept of totally sequentially subcontinuous and totally
sequentially cluster preserving maps and obtain characterizations of continuous
maps in terms of cluster points of sequences from k-spaces instead of Fréchet
spaces. Moreover, our Proposition 3.2 is an analogue of our Theorem 1, see [3],
for continuity of compact maps.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, the term space means a general topological space. No
separation axioms are assumed (a normal space is not assumed to be T1) and
no map is assumed to be continuous or onto unless mentioned explicitly. The
notation cl(A) stands for the closure of the subset A in the space X. Besides,
the sequences are denoted by the symbols {xn} and their convergence to a point
x is then denoted by {xn} → x. A point x in X is said to be a cluster point
of a subset A of X if every neighbourhood of x contains an infinite number of
points of A.

A space X is said to be:

(i) Fréchet space (closure sequential in the terminology of Wilansky [1]) if
for each subset A of X, x ∈ cl(A) implies there exists a sequence {xn} in A
which converges to x.

(ii) k-space if O is open (equivalently: closed) in X whenever O∩K is open
(closed) in K for every compact subset K of X.

(iii) KC space if each compact set is closed.

(iv) S2-space (see Garg and Goel [3]) if for every pair of points x and y in
X, whenever one of these has a neighbourhood not containing the other, then
x and y have disjoint neighbourhoods.

For arbitrary topological spaces X and Y , a map f : X → Y will be said
to be:

(i) compact-preserving (compact) (see Garg and Goel [3]) if image (inverse
image) of each compact set is compact.
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(ii) perfect (see Garg and Goel [3]) if it is continuous, closed and has compact
fibers f−1(y), for each point y ∈ Y .

(iii) totally sequentially cluster preserving if whenever a sequence {xn} has
x as a cluster point in X, the sequence {f(xn)} has f(x) as a cluster point in
Y .

(iv) totally sequentially subcontinuous if whenever a sequence {xn} has a
cluster point in X, the sequence {f(xn)} has a cluster point in Y .

Remark 2.1. It is easy to see that every Fréchet space is a k-space and a
T2-space or a regular space is S2.

Remark 2.2. Obviously, every totally sequentially cluster preserving map
is totally sequentially subcontinuous.

3. Main Results

Theorem 3.1. Let f : X → Y be any map where X is a k-space which
is either KC or S2 or normal and Y is KC space which is either hereditarily
Lindelof or hereditarily paracompact. Then f is continuous if and only if it is
totally sequentially cluster preserving with closed fibers.

Proof. First suppose f is continuous. Let {xn} be any sequence in X which
clusters at x and V be any neighbourhood of f(x) in Y . Then there exists a
neighbourhood U of x in X such that f(U) is contained in V . Now {xn} clusters
at x in X implies U contains an infinite number of terms of {xn}. Therefore,
V contains an infinite number of terms of {f(xn)} and hence {f(xn)} clusters
at f(x) in Y , implying thereby that f is totally sequentially cluster preserving.
Also f has closed fibers, since Y is KC and f is continuous. Conversely, to
prove continuity of f , it is sufficient to prove that f is compact preserving in
view of our Proposition 3.1 given below. Let K be a compact subset of X and
{f(xn)} be any sequence in the set f(K). Now {xn}, being a sequence in the
compact set K, has a cluster point x in K. Then, by hypothesis, f(x) is a
cluster point of {f(xn)} in f(K) and so f(K) is countably compact. Since Y
is either hereditarily Lindelof or hereditarily paracompact, it follows that f(K)
is compact and hence f is compact-preserving.

Proposition 3.1. (see [3], Theorem 2) Let f : X → Y be any map, where
Y is KC space and X is a k-space which is either KC or S2 or normal. Then f
is continuous if and only if it is compact preserving and has closed fibers.

The following Theorem 3.2 is a sequential analogue of Theorem 1.1 for
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closed maps.

Theorem 3.2. Let f : X → Y be any closed map, where X is a KC, k-
space and Y is either hereditarily Lindelof or hereditarily paracompact. Then
f is continuous (perfect) if and only if it is totally sequentially subcontinuous
with closed (compact) fibers.

Proof. Only the non-parenthesis part requires proof. First suppose f is
continuous. Then f is totally sequentially cluster preserving as in the proof of
Theorem 3.1 and hence f is sequentially subcontinuous by Remark 2.2. Also f
has closed fibers since X is T1 and f is a closed and continuous map. Conversely,
suppose f is totally sequentially subcontinuous. To prove continuity of f , it is
sufficient to prove that f is compact preserving in view of Proposition 3.2 given
below. Let K be a compact subset of X and {f(xn)} be any sequence in the set
f(K). Now {xn}, being a sequence in the compact set K, has a cluster point x
in K. Then, by hypothesis, {f(xn)} has a cluster point (in f(K), since f(K) is
closed in Y ) and so f(K) is countably compact. Since Y is either hereditarily
Lindelof or hereditarily paracompact, it follows that f(K) is compact and hence
f is compact-preserving.

The following proposition is an analogue of our Theorem 1 (see [3]) for
continuity of compact maps.

Proposition 3.2. f : X → Y be a closed map, where X is a KC, k-
space and Y is arbitrary. Then f is continuous (perfect) if and only if it is
compact-preserving with closed (compact) fibers.

Proof. Only the non-parenthesis part requires proof. Since X is a k-space,
it is sufficient to prove that the restriction map fK = f/K : K → f(K) is
continuous for all compact subsets K of X. Since X is KC, the set K is closed
in X. Then f is closed implies that the restriction map fK is closed and since
f has closed fibers, it follows that fK has compact fibers and therefore, fK is
compact by Theorem 3.12 of Fuller [4]. Also f is compact-preserving implies the
set f(K) is compact. Now let F be a closed subset of f(K). Then the map fK

is compact implies the set f−1

K
(F ) is a compact and so closed subset of K, since

K is a KC-space. Therefore fK is continuous and hence f is continuous.
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